About silken and firmer threads
“Alone they get you down,
throw you out, laugh at you …”
Song by Ton, Steine Scherben West-Berlin 1972

In the turmoil of the corona crisis, we were able to experience
how fragile our human world is and how our skills are hanging
by a thread.
Orientation and strength are necessary. And curiosity and loyalty to your own gift as with the young Coco in the authentic
animated film of the same name about the Mexican "Day of the
Dead".
One way to do this is to see again how we are woven into the web of all living
things, connected to our human ancestors as well as to our much older ancestors of the animal world.
But that's not a non-binding look over the fence.
A question that is close to our heart is the key. It is our
stick and rod on the way to the unknown.
This 2-day workshop takes place one week before All Saints' Day and
builds on the questions posed by all participants.
Tried and tested tools are available:
inner journeys, tarot cards, animal cards, the art of
reading the cowrie shell oracle (“indigenous constellation”), the constellation of families and structures,
the African community ritual in the cosmology of the
Dagara, embodiment and dance of animal allies, earth
rituals as dance for celebrating and honoring all
beings, clear thinking, etc.
Sat Oct 24th 9:00 am - Sun October 25th 2020 4:00 pm
“Place of silence”, House & Tipi Unterweinberg 59, 5231 Schalchen near Mattighofen, 50 km north
the city of Salzburg, 25 km south of Braunau.
Price: 200 € including meals. Special conditions on prior request.
Some accommodation options on request.
Guidance: Manfred Weule, author of “Ancestral soil of Harz mountains” and “Returning to the
wild in conversation with animals”. Malidoma Somé said of him: “Manfred is a man of vision and
devotion when it comes to heal the wounds of the past and the relationship to the ancestors.”

Voices about the workshop
“The animal within me. A journey of discovery to allies, helpers, witnesses” in autumn 2019:
“I can highly recommend the workshop to all those who want to deal with their own orientation in a creative and
inspiring way, but also with a (new) positioning on a specific topic. Manfred Weule knows how to give space to individual needs and integrate them into the group process like hardly no other. This results in very surprising, individual and creative approaches that can be used to continue working on the topic.
Christa Käfer, sales manager, psychotherapist in education under supervision
“The seminar gave me exciting insights into my driving forces and gave me helpful suggestions and support for further development.
Thank you for these inspiring two days!”
F.S. Managing director consulting firm
“It is a journey into the realm of fantasy, the realm of memory and storytelling, a journey into the realm of knowledge that is in the body.
If you are looking for new answers to old questions or are facing new open questions, if you want to set off on new
shores in your life and engage in a creative process, you can encounter animals inside yourself in this workshop
and discover unimagined treasures and find answers.”
Georg Tilzer, health and nursing staff

